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The Gallery Apart is proud to present the second solo exhibition by Dominik Lang, who two years ago inaugurated the 

current gallery space in the Ostiense neighborhood with a monumental work that beautifully captured and exalted 

the internal geometries of the gallery architecture, thanks to a language and to a research committed to the 

interpretation of space and time through works always physically framed in a given context and evocative of 

experiences and personalities from the past. Arrived in Rome on the wave of the great success of The Sleeping City, 

the large-scale installation presented in the Czech and Slovak Pavilion during the 54th Venice Biennale, between the 

first and the second Roman shows Lang debuted an impressive series of exhibitions in well-known public and private 

institutions worldwide, such as the solo shows hosted at the National Gallery in Prague, at the MUMA in Melbourne, at 

INHOTIM’s Galeria Lago in Belo Horizonte, at the Czech Center New York, at the Kunsthaus Dresden. 

Naked Figures, Dressed Figurines - the title of the exhibition – suggests a new slight, though meaningful, shifting of the 

centre of gravity in the artist’s interest. In Lang’s works, the human figure has always been the main element around 

which the context revolves. The relationship between man and surrounding space, built or evoked through unsettling 

architectural modifications, and the relationship between man and time, through the ideal, and at times even factual, 

reference to the artworks of predecessor artists, find new life in a research that this time  investigates the  relationship 

between man, as sculpted figure, and the artist himself. The field of investigation, so universal but also so intimate, 

drives Lang to consider and therefore to use once again the sculptures of his late father artist Jirí Lang (1927–1996), 

with an approach to the sculpted figure that highlights the theme of the exhibition, which is the relationship between 

the model and its representation, between sculpture and space, between the art-making process and the artist. 

Dominik Lang develops the theme by interconnecting the sculptures  with each other, working on the idea of copy 

and playing with scale representations, skillfully manipulating the humane figure through interventions of segmentation 

and fragmentation, providing the viewer with the perception of new coordinates and never-seen-before 

compositions, presenting sculptures related to different  phases of the creative process. Aim of the artist is to create 

and show a whole range of figures which as duplicates draw life from the  real model, wherefrom the creative process 

started to the formless and abstract mass of clay, through a series of sculpted figures that seem to return to the real 

original model.  

While the small figures inhabiting a shelf and entitled Study of a pre-determined movement show one figure being 

reconfigured, changing its pose, gestures that allow her to dress or take off the clothes, the work Reconstruction 

translates a small sculptural model of a man-painter on a ladder into an actual situation in the gallery space in which 

the only indicators pointing back from the reality to the world of sculptural models and artifacts is a bucket and brush 

made of plaster, tools that become their sculptural representation. The same happens to sculptor’s tools made of 

plaster and laid on a table desk. Other figures are represented through clothes and their arrangement in concrete 

spaces-the wardrobe or a column. A walk down the stairs is emphasized by the imprints of a hand touching the plaster 

on the banister. The author acts as a choreographer of figures in the space, as a sculptor or a surgeon that gives the 

sculpted figures a different shape as well as a performer himself when he, in a moment prior to the start of the 

exhibition, takes off his clothes and walks through the gallery naked as if a change of roles was needed-the author 

becoming a model.  

Naked Figures, Dressed Figurines is therefore an aesthetic experience and at the same time it is a keen re-evaluation of 

the humane figure, whether it is real or sculpted, whether it is an original or a copy, whether it comes from the artist or 

from his father. Lang urges the viewer not to perceive the works individually as a series of static figures, but rather as 

artworks that provoke a physical sensation and create an interplay between the viewer and the sculpture, in a sort of 

a continuous movement of the figures through the exhibition space. 

 

A project supported by Czech Centre Milan. 
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